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Discussion Topics
Senior Nuclear Plant Management Class Visit to NRC on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 2008

1. (Subjective) What are the Commissioner's thoughts on industry initiatives (i.e.
the industry solving its own issues)? Are there any issues that the commission
would like the industry to focus on or that would alleviate the need for new
regulation?

2. (Subjective) How much time is spent on day-to-day issues versus long term
issues?

3. (Subjective) What can we do at the Plant General Manager level to enhance
Nuclear Safety/Nuclear Safety Culture?

4. (NRR) Is the future of industry performance improvement going to be driven
more by the industry itself or by regulation? What areas of performance
improvement is the NRC most concerned about?

5. (Subjective) What are the Commissioner's thoughts on security?
(NSIR) What do you see for the future in terms or additional
requirements/regulations?

6. (NRR) Are we getting what we need out of the operator training and licensing
process? Will there be a paradigm change as we integrate the next generation of
operators?

7. (NRR) What are the latest developments for 2nd life extensions? What will the
process look like?

8. (NRR) Have the Commission and staff considered the aggregate impact on
nuclear safety with regard to NRC proposals and rulemaking, specifically Part 20
and Part 26? What are the unanticipated consequences of the two rules? Could
they influence sites to defer or eliminate maintenance activities to comply? This
is especially important in light of the projected resource shortage over the next
several years.

9. (NRR) What is the Commission's position on NUREG-6850 (NFP-805 Risk
Based Fire Protection?. What is the status of the NEI Proposal?

10. (NRR) What is the Commission's perspective on Part 26 implementation? Why
a different approach than other Federal rules?

11. (NMSS/SFST) What is the Commission's position regarding spent fuel storage?
12. (NRR) How does the Commission maintain oversight and consistency between

regions?
13. (Subjective) What (in the opinion of the Commissioners) are the top 3 industry

issues?
14. (NRR) Do the commissioners foresee any changes on training & licensing

programs due to workforce issues?
15. (NRR) What is the NRC's role in oversight and control of vendors/suppliers?
16. (HR) What does the NRC's staffing plan look like? Are there enough

candidates in the pipeline?
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